
How to make a Banakula!

Part 

One
A Hollow Plastic golf ball,

A ping-pong ball,
Some polymer Clay,

FAke leather string,
A Hot Glue Gun,
and some BB’s.

Using a “pasta 
machine” or a 

rolling pin, flatten 
the polymer clay 

into thin 2 mm slabs. 
then drill a small 

hole into each ball. 
I use 13/64” Drill Bit
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   with a sharp 
blade, slice 

the slabs into 
1/2 in. Strips
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Part 

  colorful  
Clay    for 

each ball...
8 slices for 
the “bana” 
and 8 slices 

for the 
“Kula.”
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 Pick about 8 slices of

You will need:

 NOw begin placing the clay upon the ball!   
COver the entire surface of the ball with one thickness of polymer clay.   

Make Sure there are no air pockets between the ball and the clay. 
Take your time... “Press and Turn... Press and turn...”
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Then....ROll, roll, roll the 
ball in the palm of your 

hands until it is
round and SMOOTH!

Finally, 
repoke the hole 
with a pencil!

...and bake the 
Banakula shells at 
275 degrees for 
about 15 minutes
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Part  Two
Allow the banakula 
shells to cool. Then 

Cut 2- five inch pieces 
of fake leather 

string and pour about 
30 B-B’s into a small 

paper cup.

Pour some ball-
bearings into each 
shell.  About 20 in 
the bana and about 

10 in the kula.

tie a tight 
double knot 
at one end 

of each 
string.
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“Shake as you fill!” 
stop filling when you 

like the sound of 
the shake. Then 
stuff the knot 
into the hole.

Banakula!

Secure 
the knot 
with a 
shot of 

hot 
glue...hold 
the ball 

still until 
the glue 
dries!

13Finally, 
connect 

the 
Bana to 
the kula 
with a 
Square 
Knot!

 

 “Left String travels over right string, for one-half of a knot...
then, Right string travels over left string, now see the square you’ve got.

 Pull Tight!   Check Length....
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ANd NOw, 
remember...

“The only 
way to learn 
to play the 
Banakulas... 

is to 
Play the 

banakulas!”
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